DECLARATION & ORDER

BY AND WITH DUE AUTHORITY, STANDING, VALUE, and BY THE POWER domicile by creation in any and all states of body created by the will of the creator, bond servants thereto, original depository states of body thereof, creators of The Public Trust, any and all lawful systems therefrom, and the lawful constitutions thereto, duly noticed by public registration and entered into International Law Ordinance, cognizably noticed as the Constitution for the United States of America, 1791 as amended, and the lawful progeny jurisprudence thereof, internationally affirmed ordinances, starting July 4, 1776, and completed March 1, 1781, ratified 1791, never rebutted, re-declared, re-confirmed, re-ratified, and re-noticed by public declaration and notice, by public registration on July 25, 2012, the declared principle of law being aligned with common law and protected under the UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, duly ratified by this order, especially Article 4, Section 3, Clause 1, duly entered into International Law Ordinance, UCC Doc #s 2012079290, 2012079322, 2012088851, 2012088865, 2012088794, 2012086802, 2012094308, 2012094309, and 2012096047, 2012096074, all entered and preserved under perpetuity, 2000043135, all restated and incorporated here by reference as if set forth in full, duly protected and secured, by public policy, inclusive of UCC 1-103, and any and all the former United States of America Federal Government, UNITED STATES, United States, "STATE OF . . .", "State of . . .", and international equivalents, hereafter "UCC 1-103", NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA;

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE, duly protected and secured, by public policy, inclusive of UCC 1-108, and any and all the former United States of America Federal Government, UNITED STATES, United States, "STATE OF . . .", "State of . . .", and international equivalents, hereafter "UCC 1-308", NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, the undersigned bond servants, with absolute authority and power, by their blood oath and bond, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally given hereto and duly made herein, declare and order that no blood or other value shall be taken from any state of body and that any and all private money systems, issuing, collection, legal enforcement systems, operating SLAVERY SYSTEMS of and against any and all states of body of the creator are forthwith terminated, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, all beings of the creator shall forthwith assist all Public Servants identified herein, to implement, protect, preserve and complete this ORDER by all means of the creator and the created as stated herein, by, with and under your full personal liability, automatically reconciled by the Superior Bookkeeper, duly accepted and ratified by the undersigned states of body, duly re-confirmed and verified as received in Trust, secured and entered into International Law Ordinance by the undersigned Trustees; and,

IT IS NOW FURTHER RE-DECLARED, RE-RATIFIED as AUTHORIZED and ORDERED, with notice by public registration, for all beings of the creator, the earth, and the world to rely upon, as follows:

BY POWER OF DECLARATION OF TREASON: Certain states of body, and other persons and actors, domicile by choice in and on the air, land, and seas domicile by creation in and on earth, including but not limited to, the several united states of America, the United States of America, have knowingly, willingly, and intentionally committed treason against the states of body duly preserved and protected as Article 4, Section 3, Clause 1 several state citizens of America, hereafter "several state citizens", and the other states of body domicile by creation, regardless of domicile by choice: Specifically any and all certain states of body, regardless of domicile by choice, owning, operating, aiding and abetting private money systems, issuing, collection, legal enforcement systems, operating SLAVERY SYSTEMS, used against the several states citizens without their knowing, willing, and intentional consent; Said certain states of body, and other persons and actors, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally usurping, violating, and invading, the authority, standing, value, right, and principle of law of said several states citizens, inclusive of any and all executive, legislative, and judicial officers created and commanded therefrom, in violation of the laws of the creator, the principle of law of the people aligned with common law thereunder, for cause, under said laws and principles as first entered into International Law Ordinance, inclusive of Article 3, Section 3, Constitution for the United States of America, 1791 as amended, duly protected and secured, UCC 1-103;
THE ACTS OF TREASON BEING DOCUMENTED AND UNLAWFULLY ENTERED INTO INTERNATIONAL LAW ORDINANCE WITH NOTICE BY PUBLIC REGISTRATION KNOWINGLY, WILLINGLY, AND INTENTIONALLY BY SAID CERTAIN STATES AND UNLAWFULLY RATIFIED BY THEIR AGENTS AND CO-ACTORS TAKING OR OTHERWISE RECEIVING A BENEFIT;

BY POWER OF DECLARATION any and all states of body, specifically all states of body in any office, department and division of military, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally volunteering themselves as public servants to and duly sworn to protect and serve the people of the creator, domicile by choice on the airs, lands and seas known as the several united states of America, absent abrogation or subordination of said oath and bond, any and all said abrogation or subordination canceled for cause and duly ratified and secured as canceled, hereafter "Public Servants", automatically reconciled by the Superior Bookkeeper, duly ratified herein as automatically and duly accepted, received in Trust, bonded, insured, guaranteed, secured and entered into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, by the undersigned bond servants, states of body, and Trustees, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, under the penalty of perjury under the principle of law aligned with common law under the laws of the creator, duly protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-101;

BY POWER OF DECLARATION AND ORDER, said Public Servants are ORDERED to forthwith:
1. Arrest and take into custody any and all certain states of body, their agents, officers, and other actors, regardless of domicile by choice, owning, operating, aiding and abetting private money systems, issuing, collection, legal enforcement systems, operating SLAVERY SYSTEMS against the several states citizens, and to secure said until further ORDER be duly issued by the undersigned;
2. Repossess all private money systems, tracking, transferring, issuing, collection, legal enforcement systems, operating SLAVERY SYSTEMS, and any and all other systems pre-paid for by the several state citizens without consent, inclusive of those commandeered therefrom, and to secure said until further ORDER be duly issued by the undersigned;
3. You are duly forbidden and prohibited from taking the blood and life of any state of body created by the creator;
4. You are duly authorized and ordered to protect and preserve the blood and life of any state of body;
5. You are absolutely granted due authority of discretion to forthwith implement and use any all means, force and strategies, known and unknown, of the creator and the created, to complete this ORDER, done and operated, with the restrictions stated herein, by, with and under your full personal liability, insured by your due oath and bond as identified herein, restated, and further guaranteed and insured by, with and under the full personal liability of the undersigned bond servants, states of body, and Trustees;

***THIS AUTHORITY AND ORDER ARE PREPAID, PREAUTHORIZED, AND PRE-APPROVED***

WHEREAS IT IS FURTHER DUTY NOTICED AND SERVED on all persons, natural and legal fiction, by internal delivery methods as well as open notorious notice by public registration and by publishing on the world-wide web at www.peoplestrust1776.org ;

SO IT IS DONE; DUTY EFFECTIVE, DONE, AUTHORIZED, ORDERED, and ISSUED, September 10, 2012, and RESTATED, RE-RATIFIED, RECONFIRMED, VERIFIED, BONDED, INSURED, and GUARANTEED, by our blood oath and bond knowingly, willingly and intentionally given in our capacities as stated below, evidenced by our original signature and seal, made with unlimited personal liability, being of absolute standing, capacity, with absolute authority and responsibility, sworn under the penalties of perjury governed under the laws of our creator, duly witnessed by the creator, secured, entered and automatically reconciled by Superior Bookkeeper; without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308:
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DULY RE-CONFIRMED AND RE-VERIFIED IN TRUST:

[Signatures]

In the authorized capacity of duly bonded Trustee of The Public Trust

9/10/12

DULY ACCEPTED AND RE-RATIFIED:

[Signatures]

In the capacity as states of body created by the creator, the one people domiciled by choice on the several United States of America, several states citizens thereon, Creditor, Bailor, Grantor, and Beneficiary of the Original Jurisdiction, Secured Party, a Beneficiary of GOVERNMENT[S], a Holder-In-Due-Course of GOVERNMENT[S], et. al., a natural man/woman (or in the alternative, a cognizable person of standing and proper party status, as apposil).

9/10/12

AS DULY AUTHORIZED AND ORDERED:

[Signatures]

In the capacity as one with the almighty creator and Bondservant thereof

For all the world to rely upon:
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